
Pupil premium strategy statement

This statement details our school’s use of pupil premium (and recovery premium for the
2021 to 2022 academic year) funding to help improve the attainment of our
disadvantaged pupils.

It outlines our pupil premium strategy, how we intend to spend the funding in this
academic year and the effect that last year’s spending of pupil premium had within our
school.

School overview

Detail Data
School name Dove Holes CE Primary
Number of pupils in school 54
Proportion (%) of pupil premium eligible pupils 22.22% (12 pupils)
Academic year/years that our current pupil premium
strategy plan covers

2021/2022

Date this statement was published November 2021
Date on which it will be reviewed September 2022
Statement authorised by Carrie Walsh
Pupil premium lead Carrie Walsh
Governor / Trustee lead Claire Muir

Funding overview

Detail Amount
Pupil premium funding allocation this academic year £10,760

Recovery premium funding allocation this academic year £2000
Pupil premium funding carried forward from previous
years (enter £0 if not applicable)

£0

Total budget for this academic year
If your school is an academy in a trust that pools this
funding, state the amount available to your school this
academic year

£12760
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Part A: Pupil premium strategy plan

Statement of intent
Our aim is to use pupil premium funding to help us achieve and sustain positive outcomes for
our disadvantaged pupils. Our job is to educate our children so that they can make the world a
better place. It is our intent that the curriculum, and the teaching and learning within it, meets
the needs of all pupils, regardless of their ability or background, so that all children develop
academically, culturally, physically, socially and creatively.

Where necessary, our provision will be varied and adapted (funded by pupil premium) to meet
the differing needs of our disadvantaged pupils. Variation of need is determined by analysis of
pupil data and tracking alongside a discussion with parents, pupils and staff and informed by
research information on how to maximise the use of pupil premium funding and impact on pupil
progress. Ambition Institute found that the progress gap between persistently disadvantaged
students and the non-disadvantaged national average has grown from 11.8 months in 2010 to
20.1 months in 2015 – a drop of 8.3 months. This has been exacerbated at a national level due
to the impact of the global pandemic. A significant proportion of our school is classed as
disadvantaged (22%) therefore constructing a school that closes the disadvantage gap is
fundamental in our goal of ensuring all of our children leave our school meeting their full
potential in terms of academic outcomes with:

∙ an ability to reflect, discuss, evaluate and think critically

∙ an ability to be an engaged and effective life-long learner

∙ respect and tolerance for themselves and others

∙ enhanced understanding and knowledge of the world, both locally and globally

∙ an understanding of how one’s own character and social, cultural, spiritual and moral
development are key to becoming active and useful members of society.

Following the guidance of the Education Endowment Foundation, we adopt a tiered approach
to our expenditure, which prioritises quality first teaching, ensuring an effective teacher is in
front of every class, and that every teacher is supported with appropriate CPD to keep on
improving. Where pupils are at risk of falling behind and not making at least expected progress
from their key stage 1 starting points, school implements a range of targeted academic support
in order to ensure disadvantaged pupils move back on track. Furthermore, a range of wider
strategies are implemented to identify and overcome non-academic barriers to success in
school. Setting priorities is key to maximising the use of the Pupil Premium Grant.

Our priorities are as follows:

∙ Ensuring all student receive quality first teaching each lesson
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∙ Closing the attainment gap between disadvantaged pupils and their peers

∙ Providing targeted academic support for students who are not making the expected progress

∙ Addressing non-academic barriers to attainment such as attendance, behaviour, well -being
and cultural capital

∙ Ensuring that the Pupil Premium Grant reaches the pupils who need it most

Our strategy is integral to wider school plans for education recovery, notably through
engagement with the National Tutoring Programme for pupils that have been worst affected,
including non-disadvantaged pupils.

Challenges
This details the key challenges to achievement that we have identified among our disadvantaged
pupils.

Challenge
number

Detail of challenge
Our assessments, observations and discussions with pupils, parents and staff,
parents show that:

1 Cultural capital deficit, leading to narrow vocabulary knowledge in
speaking, reading comprehension and writing -
Children’s experiences and understanding of the world (including other
cultures and beliefs) are limited due to context and environmental factors. This
has the potential to impact on academic progress in all curriculum areas due to
limited acquisition of a broader range of experiences, vocabulary and
availability of quality texts outside of the school.

2 Cognition and Learning
Communication and interaction, low non-verbal reasoning skills and access to
rich language – especially from books. Other issues include social
communication, slow processing dyslexic tendencies, autistic spectrum
disorder and attachment disorders.

3 A deficit in metacognitive and self-regulation strategies
A number of our disadvantaged pupils show a deficit in at least one of these
areas, impacting potential progress and attainment due to:  a lack of
understanding about what they know and do about their learning  difficulty to
feel positive about themselves, remain calm, cope with emotions, adapt, or
respond appropriately to the school environment  a lack of key skills such as
resilience, appropriate social interactions and teamwork.

4 Learning behaviours
Due to Covid, weaknesses in learning behaviours, e.g. lack of independence
or resilience, forgotten good learning behaviours as a result of lockdown.
Some Pupil premium pupils display low attainment and slow progress rates.
The children have gaps and misconceptions and find it difficult to retain/recall
prior knowledge.

5 Meeting end of key stage expectations
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Pupil Premium pupils are more likely to have been adversely affected by the
Covid-19 lockdown and school closures. They are less likely to have engaged
with remote learning through lockdown 1 and to engage with home learning
now if they are isolated. This has affected attainment and increased learning
gaps when compared with non-disadvantaged pupils.

Intended outcomes
This explains the outcomes we are aiming for by the end of our current strategy plan,
and how we will measure whether they have been achieved.

Intended outcome Success criteria
Improved learning outcomes in maths

Improved learning outcomes in reading

Improved learning outcomes in writing

Pupils make progress in line with their peers.

Identify and track progress and attainment for
Pupil Premium pupils each term.

Using this information, teachers develop class
provision maps to support the needs of Pupil
Premium pupils.

Using assessment information , implement a
whole school provision map including targeted
additional 1:1 and small group work with a
focus on our Pupil Premium pupils.

The attainment gap between disadvantaged
and non disadvantaged is diminishing.

The curriculum is sequenced to meet the
needs of Pupil Premium pupils supporting a
recovery from lost learning as a result of
COVID-19.

Use of School Tuition Programme to support
learning to improve attainment

Pupils are exposed to a wide range of
vocabulary to improve comprehension and
spoken language as well as being able to
make links across the curriculum.

All speech and language needs are
identified at an early stage and children
engage with intervention programmes.
Develop opportunities for oracy across the
curriculum

Writing and reading assessments show that the
majority of disadvantaged children have made
expected progress.

Children will be exposed to a wide range of
social, cultural, enrichment and sporting
experiences within (and outside) the school
day.

Vocabulary is displayed and discussed as part
of quality first teaching in classrooms.
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Writing moderations with other schools show
that our children’s progress is comparative with
other schools.

Early Language Intervention by the end of the
summer shows impact and improvement of the
listening, narrative and vocabulary skills in
EYFS.

Pupils receive an enriched curriculum
including experiential learning in the form
of residential trips, educational visits,
visitors, cultural and community days.
Pupils will benefit from an enriched
English, SMSC, RE and PSHE curriculum
pertinent to the identified needs of our
context and community, ensuring the
maximum possible exposure to, and
develop understanding and acceptance of,
cultures and beliefs that are different to
their own. Pupils become more confident
users of oral and written language and use
this to access more challenging texts.
They use this knowledge to develop their
control of language and content in writing,
their confidence in reasoning and
problem-solving in maths and their
inference skills in reading.

Disadvantaged pupils benefit from a wide
range of in-school opportunities to enable them
to learn and understand about other cultures
and beliefs. Disadvantaged pupils visit places
in and beyond their immediate locality to
enable them to gain first-hand experience of
other cultures and beliefs. Disadvantaged
pupils are able to speak confidently, in formal
and informal settings. Curriculum monitoring
shows disadvantaged pupils have a wide range
of opportunities to write and read across the
school curriculum, demonstrating standards
that are at least in line with age related
expectations.

All disadvantaged pupils will show
continued improved attendance and
punctuality.

Disadvantaged pupils will match or exceed
national attendance averages for non
disadvantaged pupils (96+%) -

Monitoring of attendance and lateness by
Headteacher brings about an increase in Pupil
Premium pupils’ attendance and a decrease in
persistent absence.

Less missed learning is taking place due to
increased attendance and punctuality,

Boost self-esteem and confidence and
provide opportunities for success.

Pupil premium pupils are specifically targeted
to participate in lunchtime sport, play
activities/clubs and sports events.

Sports activities are well attended by Pupil
Premium children.

Use of School Tuition Programme to support
learning to improve attainment and to also
support self esteem.
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Wide range of learning experiences to have
been available to all our children, and
specifically disadvantaged children including
trips, visits and sporting activities to raise
awareness of the world outside of the
immediate environment.

To support vulnerable Pupil premium
pupils to overcome barriers created by
social, emotional or mental health issues.

Half-termly safeguarding meetings with Head
teacher, focus on Pupil premium pupils

One to one pastoral support with TAs for most
vulnerable children through use of Rainbow
Room.

Social groups contain aspects of nurture and
Theraplay supported by TA in our Rainbow
Room

Social and emotional objectives to drive
planning and delivery nurture group session

Developments in social, emotional and
self-esteem milestones demonstrate progress
from baseline measures.
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Activity in this academic year
This details how we intend to spend our pupil premium (and recovery premium funding)
this academic year to address the challenges listed above.

Teaching (for example, CPD, recruitment and retention)

Activity Evidence that supports this approach Challenge
number(s)
addressed

Extra teacher in the
Reception/Y1 to enable
smaller group teaching
across school. The
increase from 0.7 to 0.9
allows for targeted
teaching groups

EEF state ‘There is some evidence for additional
benefits of smaller class sizes with younger
children, so smaller class sizes may be a more
effective approach during the early stages of
primary school’

1,2,4,5

Wider experiences built
into the whole school
curriculum to address
the cultural capital
deficit and foster use of
wider range of
vocabulary

The Sutton Trust report that parents play a
significant role in the educational development of
their children and that these influences differ
substantially according to the social class of the
parent, limiting the social, cultural and financial
capital they can pass on to their children.
Furthermore they also report that better off parents
are more likely to support their child outside of
school through visits to historical and culturally
significant sites, through after school activities such
as music tuition and are significantly more likely to
pay for private tuition.
The EEF reported that impact evaluations of their
trials did not deliver evidence of statistically
significant improvements in the measures of pupils’
academic attainment used in their projects, but
state that we should also measure what we value,
rather than risk valuing only what we can
(currently) measure, and continue to state that they
believe that all children should have access to arts
education opportunities for their own sake and the
wider enrichment and enjoyment that they can
bring.

1,2,5

Access to high quality
texts and linking these
to correct phonics
phase in EYFS/KS1.

The Oxford Language report that vocabulary
development has a significant impact on a child’s
academic potential, and that a vocabulary deficit in
the primary has negative implications on outcomes,
self-esteem, behaviour and staying in education.
Furthermore in Improving Literacy in KS2 the EEF

1,2,5
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report that reading books aloud and discussing
them is a purposeful speaking and listening activity
to develop pupils’ language capability to support
their reading and writing.

Feedback - All staff will
receive appropriate
CPD to facilitate
development and high
quality teaching and
live feedback. Teachers
will give pupils
opportunities to
consolidate key skills
with particular focus on
disadvantaged children.
Teachers will use
accurate formative
assessment to adapt
teaching sequences to
pupil need.
Collaborative learning
to be a part of QFT.

Evidence from EEF Teaching Learning Toolkit.
Impact is high and cost low. Evidence of impact
from other local schools  oral language
interventions encouraging pupils to read aloud and
then have conversations about book content with
teachers and peers  modelling inference through
the use of structured questioning  group or paired
work that allow pupils to share thought processes
implicit and explicit activities that extend pupils.
Dylan William, Teachers’ Toolkit presentation
attended by HT showed the impact of 5 different
types of feedback.

Evidence from EEF Teaching Learning Toolkit.

1,2,3,4,5

Specific training on
metacognition,
scaffolding and
modelling, feedback
and questioning to
enhance quality first
teaching

‘Good teaching is the most important lever schools
have to improve outcomes for disadvantaged
pupils’ (EEF Guide to Pupil Premium)
Rosenshine’s 10 principles of instruction, ‘Ask
Questions’ and ‘Provide Models for difficult tasks,’
confirm that these are fundamentally important
areas to focus our CPD upon.
The EEF state that metacognition, self-regulation
and feedback approaches have consistently high
levels of impact, with pupils making an average of
seven months’ additional progress and that
evidence indicates that teaching these strategies
can be particularly effective for low achieving
pupils. Furthermore, the EEF state interventions
which target social and emotional learning (SEL)
seek to improve pupils’ interaction with others and
self-management of emotions, rather than focusing
directly on the academic or cognitive elements of
learning, have an average overall impact of four
months' additional progress on attainment.

1,2,3,5

1:1 and small group
interventions in classes
and as part of an
intervention programme
in school.

The EEF report (Making the Best use of Teaching
Assistants) states TA’s delivering structured
intervention in 1:1 or small group settings shows a
consistent impact on attainment of approximately
three to four additional months’ progress.

1,2,3,5
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https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/teaching-learning-toolkit/metacognition-and-self-regulation
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/teaching-learning-toolkit/social-and-emotional-learning
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-reports/teaching-assistants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseOfTeachingAssistants-Printable_2021-11-02-162019_wsqd.pdf
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-reports/teaching-assistants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseOfTeachingAssistants-Printable_2021-11-02-162019_wsqd.pdf


Targeted academic support (for example, tutoring, one-to-one support
structured interventions)

Activity Evidence that supports this
approach

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

Teacher and SENCO
review – careful planning
of interventions to be
completed each term

The EEF Pupil Premium document
states the importance of correctly
diagnosing support needed.

1,2,3,4,5

School Led
tuition/recovery premium
is targeted towards Pupil
premium pupils who are
not making sufficient
progress or reaching the
expected standards.

There is a large body of evidence that
tutoring and small-group tuition is
effective – particularly where it is
targeted at pupils’ specific needs; and
that it can be particularly effective for
disadvantaged pupils (Nickow,
Oreopoulos and Quan, 2020; EEF,
2018a, 2018b; Torgerson et al., 2018;
Dietrichson et al, 2017).

Tutoring – focus on UKS2
Advice from DfE for use of the
Recovery Premium.

2,4,5

Teachers to complete
impact statements to
provide evidence of
outcomes and plan for
next steps. Document
on class provision maps.

The EEF Pupil Premium document
states the importance of correctly
diagnosing support needed.

1,2,3,4,5

TA timetables carefully
planned – making best
use of morning work,
registration and
afternoon intervention
time for pre-teaching and
consolidation of learning

The EEF report (Making the Best use
of Teaching Assistants) states TA’s
delivering structured intervention in 1:1
or small group settings shows a
consistent impact on attainment of
approximately three to four additional
months’ progress.

1,2,3,4,5

Use of precision
teaching, 1:1 reading
sessions and high quality
phonics sessions to
accelerate progress of
disadvantaged pupils,
ensuring they match the
progress of their peers

The EEF report (Making the Best use
of Teaching Assistants) states TA’s
delivering structured intervention in 1:1
or small group settings shows a
consistent impact on attainment of
approximately three to four additional
months’ progress.

1,2,3,4,5
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https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/documents/guidanceForTeachers/EEF-Guide-to-the-Pupil-Premium-Autumn-2021.pdf
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/documents/guidanceForTeachers/EEF-Guide-to-the-Pupil-Premium-Autumn-2021.pdf
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-reports/teaching-assistants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseOfTeachingAssistants-Printable_2021-11-02-162019_wsqd.pdf
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-reports/teaching-assistants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseOfTeachingAssistants-Printable_2021-11-02-162019_wsqd.pdf
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-reports/teaching-assistants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseOfTeachingAssistants-Printable_2021-11-02-162019_wsqd.pdf
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-reports/teaching-assistants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseOfTeachingAssistants-Printable_2021-11-02-162019_wsqd.pdf


Wider strategies (for example, related to attendance, behaviour,
wellbeing)

Activity Evidence that supports this
approach

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

One to one pastoral
support for
social,emotional and
nurture.

The EEF report (Making the Best use of
Teaching Assistants) states TA’s
delivering structured intervention in 1:1
or small group settings shows a
consistent impact on attainment of
approximately three to four additional
months’ progress.

2,3,4,5

Focus on Pupil
Premium pupils
attending sports events
and supporting sport
taking place within
school setting.

There is some evidence that
involvement in extra-curricular sporting
activities may increase pupil attendance
and retention.
Pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds
are less likely to attend sports clubs out
of school setting.
EEF Toolkit

1,3,4

To ensure they have
access to a range of
social/cultural/sporting
experiences, visits

To ensure disadvantage pupils have a
breadth of experiences that enable
them to contextualise their learning.
Provision of a range of initiatives to
extend children’s experiences see www.
Gov.uk/publications/the-pupil
premiumhow-schools-are-spending_the
funding_successfully Education
Endowment Trust Toolkit

1,3

Children are supported
to set up their own
lunchtime clubs.

Developing self esteem, independence
and resilience.
Essential skills and non-academic
outcomes from the EEF states that:
‘There is growing evidence that
children’s social and emotional skills –
their ability to respond to setbacks, work
well with others, build relationships,
manage emotions, and cope with
difficult situations – are associated with
success at school, as well as positive
outcomes in adulthood, such as stable
employment, physical and mental
health, and well-being’.

2,3

1:1 and small group
gross motor skills,
balance and

There is some evidence that
involvement in extra-curricular sporting

2,3,4
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https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-reports/teaching-assistants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseOfTeachingAssistants-Printable_2021-11-02-162019_wsqd.pdf
https://d2tic4wvo1iusb.cloudfront.net/eef-guidance-reports/teaching-assistants/TA_Guidance_Report_MakingBestUseOfTeachingAssistants-Printable_2021-11-02-162019_wsqd.pdf
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/teaching-learning-toolkit/physical-activity?utm_source=/education-evidence/teaching-learning-toolkit/physical-activity&utm_medium=search&utm_campaign=site_search&search_term=physical
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/413197/The_Pupil_Premium_-_How_schools_are_spending_the_funding.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/413197/The_Pupil_Premium_-_How_schools_are_spending_the_funding.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/413197/The_Pupil_Premium_-_How_schools_are_spending_the_funding.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/413197/The_Pupil_Premium_-_How_schools_are_spending_the_funding.pdf
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-evaluation/evaluation/eef-outcome-measures-and-databases/spectrum-essential-skills-and-non-academic-outcomes?utm_source=/projects-and-evaluation/evaluation/eef-outcome-measures-and-databases/spectrum-essential-skills-and-non-academic-outcomes&utm_medium=search&utm_campaign=site_search&search_term=resilience
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/projects-and-evaluation/evaluation/eef-outcome-measures-and-databases/spectrum-essential-skills-and-non-academic-outcomes?utm_source=/projects-and-evaluation/evaluation/eef-outcome-measures-and-databases/spectrum-essential-skills-and-non-academic-outcomes&utm_medium=search&utm_campaign=site_search&search_term=resilience


concentration
interventions are
delivered to identified
PP children

activities may increase pupil attendance
and retention.
Pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds
are less likely to attend sports clubs out
of school setting.
EEF Toolkit

Daily milk and fruit
available to all Pupil
Premium pupils.

Pouring at least one glass of milk each
day could not only boost your intake of
much-needed key nutrients, but it could
also positively impact your brain and
mental performance (Crichton GE, Elias
MF, Dore GA, Robbins MA. Relation
between dairy food intake and cognitive
function: The Maine-Syracuse
Longitudinal Study. International Dairy
Journal. 2012; 22:15-23.)

2,3,4

Total budgeted cost: £ 15,000
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Part B: Review of outcomes in the previous academic
year

Pupil premium strategy outcomes
This details the impact that our pupil premium activity had on pupils in the 2020 to 2021
academic year.

Our internal assessments during 2020/21 indicated that disadvantaged pupils academic and
wider development outcomes were generally speaking below that of their peers.

Despite mitigating the impact of COVID 19 on learning by providing a high quality home
learning curriculum, the impact of the pandemic on our disadvantaged pupils cannot be
underestimated. Although school supported disadvantaged pupils with devices to access this
provision outside of school and offered in school places to disadvantaged pupils who were not
able to consistently access provision, the limitations of remote learning, in terms of
differentiation, targeted support and the development of social and communication skills were
evident.

Although school worked tirelessly to support pupil premium pupils and their families, receiving
very positive feedback from pupil premium families in terms of how well we did this, our
assessments and observations suggested that for many pupils, being outside of the familiar
school environment was detrimental to their progress and wellbeing. The stop-start nature of
the year meant that it was difficult to truly to review and evaluate as required. As has been
widely documented at a national scale, the impact of the lockdown was greatest on the
country’s disadvantaged pupils. We have done our very best to mitigate this impact and we are
confident that when implemented over a sustained period of time, the initiatives listed in this
document will have a significant impact on the outcomes of our disadvantaged pupils.

Externally provided programmes
Please include the names of any non-DfE programmes that you purchased in the
previous academic year. This will help the Department for Education identify which ones
are popular in England

Programme Provider
NTP Professional Tutoring Partnership
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